3 Trends

City & Communities

Better Places for People

Advancing Net Zero
Buildings support **healthier** and **happier** lives for those who occupy them.
2016

Advancing Net Zero

Our revolutionary project to ensure all buildings are net zero by 2050.

100% of buildings should be net zero by 2050.

All GBCs operate net zero tool by 2030.
Cities will house 6 billion people by 2050 covering only 2% of land.

Cities generate 70% of GHG.

Cities generate 75% of CO2 mostly from Transport & Buildings.
Ideals

A city where

- **families** live and grow together
- there is **no need** for cars
- **nature** abounds
- people **interact**
- people **enjoy** shopping
- people are **healthy**
- there is plenty to **eat**
- it is **smart**
- people are **happy**
- people **honour** others
- people **love** one another